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BUYERS’ GUIDE
Headboards

“If you read or watch
television in bed, opt for
a padded or upholstered
design when deciding on your
headboard to ensure you’ll enjoy
maximum comfort. Also consider
choosing a dark fabric or pattern
to hide any marks or scuffs.”
Elinor,
editorial assistant

A great way to create a focal point in
your bedroom, there’s more to choosing
the right style than first meets the eye.
Here’s all you need to know
Words: Yvette Murrell
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 Sweetpea & Willow’s king-size Olivia bed is shown upholstered in Lustrous

 This grand KDLoves six-foot-wide Isabella headboard, shown in Bernard

Blossom luxury velvet+ fabric. Featuring flutes and petite wings, it costs £2790.

Thorp and priced £1200, is pictured with the matching cushions, £85 each.

The Scarlett bed with a winged
and buttoned headboard,
shown here upholstered in
Beaufort fabric in Sedgwick
Green, is priced £879 from
Living It Up.

Buying tips
Like with any other aspect of investing in a bed, there are often long
lead times, so take this into account if making the purchase as part
of a bedroom renovation. For made-to-order headboards, this
could be around four to five weeks. Similarly, make sure to check
the dimensions against the size of your doorframes and any tricky
staircases before you buy – you don’t want any obstructions to hold
you up come delivery day.

A stunning statement design,
the Kiku headboard by
Savoir Beds x Fromental
costs £27,910.

Design decisions
Headboards can either be attached to the bed or mounted
to the wall, so consider whether you intend on keeping yours in one
place for the foreseeable future. There are plenty of styles to choose
from – contemporary or traditional, fabric or wood, over-sized or
minimal – as well as smaller details such as buttons, panels, and wings
to think about. Really, it all comes down to your personal preference –
but before you choose the colour or finish, think about functionality.
If you enjoy reading in bed, you’ll need your chosen style to provide
you with ample backrest support and be made from a comfortable
material or one that will prevent your pillow from slipping down
the back. It is also possible to get designs with added features such
as storage and lighting. The décor in the rest of your bedroom might
determine what style of headboard your choose. You may even prefer
good looks over comfort and opt for a design that’s more industriallooking if it fits in with the rest of your scheme.

Need to know
You’ll likely be able to install your new headboard yourself, but double
check the dimensions to make sure it is big enough for your bed. This
is particularly important if you opt for a headboard that attaches
to the base. Alternatively, with a wall-mounted design, going bigger
can create a real on-trend style statement. When setting your budget
and shopping, bear in mind headboards and matching beds are
often sold separately. The plus side of this is you can mix and match
and even swap out your headboard for a new design at a later date.

 Designed for a kingsize divan bed, this teak
and handwoven leather
headboard from Cuckooland
has textural interest thanks to its
natural materials. Priced £395.

 This headboard cushion has been designed to fit the Soho Home Cosy
Made from
mango wood
and painted
white, the
Atika carved
headboard
from Atkin &
Thyme, £599,
measures 160
x 150cm.

bed (£1695), shown here in grey and priced £329 for a double. It features
deep buttons and ties to affix it to the bed.

Creating your own headboard
is a great way of adding a
bespoke element to your
bedroom. Pictured is Iliv’s Idiene
fabric in Ebony, £82 per m,
upholstered onto a headboard.

For stockists turn to p154

hat’s a bed without a headboard? It’s not ideal to go
without one in some form – no one wants their pillows
slipping off in the night or have their head touch the wall.
Whether you prefer fabric, wood, leather, or metal, much like the bed’s
base and the mattress, it is an investment that needs consideration.
Think about how it will fit in with your new or existing décor, what size
is best for the space and bed, and how much of your budget you
are willing to part with. Beyond practicality, headboards are a great
opportunity to make a design statement and can instantly transform
a simple divan base into something far more interesting.

Pricing
Cost entirely depends on the material you choose, as well as the size
of your headboard. As a base price, expect to pay upwards of £250
for a quality double size in a standard upholstered fabric. KBB
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